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SYNOPSIS 

 

Anthony Comstock Patch is as a recent Harvard graduate. He is the 

grandchild of rich businessman, Adam J. Patch. One day he is going out with his 

friends Maury Noble and Richard Caramel. Caramel's cousin is Gloria Gilbert. 

Gloria is a beautiful girl with bad reputation. She loves party, smoking, drinking 

and other dealing with alcohol. But she is romantic. Anthony falls in love with 

her.  They get married then. 

A young couple, Harvard-educated Anthony Patch and Gloria Gilbert, are 

living out their days to the hilt in New York City as they await the death of 

Anthony‘s grandfather, Adam Patch. Anthony is the only one who will get the 

Adam‘s heritance about hundred million dollar because he is the only family 

Adam had. His faith to get heritance makes him believe that he is able to live with 

Gloria with that money without doing job.  

Spoiled and capricious, Gloria does not intend to do any domestic work at 

home, let alone seeking employment. She is one minute in love with Anthony and 

the next he comes a thing of indifference to her. Considers himself an aesthete, 

Anthony finds it difficult buckling down to some work. He dapples in writing 

stories. Instead of keeping down expenses, the couple, feeling entitled because of 

the imminent inheritance and their social status, lives a life of high-handed 

extravagance. While they live high in the hog, completely blind and senseless, 

under the deception of the glamorous lifestyle, they spiral into tragedy. 
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When Adam Patch died, it states that Anthony will disinherit until he is 

thirty. It makes him crazy. Their lifestyle drives them down. They have no money 

then. Anthony has two entertaining attempts at working a job himself, but finds 

neither of them suitable, and Gloria tries to be a late-blooming actress around age 

29, but they spend most of their marriage loafing. Anthony does also have a stint 

in the Army during World War I.  

The life of Anthony and Gloria are unpredictable. They live without much 

money. Coming back from camp Anthony does not feel happy. He always drinks 

and drinks every day. Gloria does not care to him. He is not able to look after 

himself. When he is thirty, he is in time to get heritance but he does not care with 

money. He is insane. 

 

 

 
















